
Plan List:

10 yards of ribbon cut into 50 - 6” lengths
1 1/2 yards off white cotton fabric - duck canvas, linen or innexpensive cotton utility liner  
scissors 
hot glue gun and hot glue 
computer/printer 
freezer paper
iron

Step 1;
Using a piece of printer paper as a template, cut 13 pieces of freezer paper to 8 1/2 x 11 inch pieces

Step 2:
Cut 13 pieces of fabric the same

Step 3: 
Place fabric RIGHT side down onto ironing board, place freezer paper onto the fabric with the PLASTIC side 
touching the fabric. Iron fabric onto freezer paper using hottest setting until fabric and paper are fused together.

Step 4:
Print the attached graphics onto the freezer/cotton using your printer. Do not use shrink to fit or fit to page, just 
print it. Once printed, cut in half using hash marks as guides. Can use scissors or rotary tool for this. Remove 
freezer paper. Fold fabric in half so that the graphic is on one side and then cut in half again. Should have 50 
squares total, try and keep them together as each graphic half matches the blank half.

Step 5:  
Place one graphic print with one plain wrong sides together, right sides facing out. Glue bottom of squares  
together. Repeat to other 24 graphics. 

Step 6:
You will now complete the pocket, but add ribbon in so that it hangs out and will tie the other graphics together 
as one long banner. Place a ribbon in each upper corner with about 1/2” in from the side and glue to wrong side 
of the plain fabric, then glue both sides of graphic fabric and plain fabric together. Repeat to other 24 squares. 
Should have 25 pockets with ribbons attached. Fray fabric as desired and fill with surprises. 




























